Actûrus Announces Winners of the Most Often Recommended Spirit Brand
Awards for 2016
Fireball captures the award as the Most Often Recommended Spirit Brand among US
bartenders for 2016
(PRWEB) February 07, 2017 -- Fireball is not only the most often recommended Shot/Shooter among US
bartenders, but also the most often recommended brand within all Spirit categories for the first time. The
ActûrusMSS US Bartender Influencer Study, now in its 11th year, asks over 10,000 bartenders their opinion of
brands, and to rank all the major spirits brands in terms of the frequency they recommend them to consumers.
“Bartenders are the gatekeepers between brands and their consumers, and the bartender recommendation is a
huge factor in which brand ultimately succeeds,” says Kevin Moran, Co-CEO of Actûrus. “These bartenders are
making recommendations to roughly 40% of their consumers; these influencers represent a significant
opportunity for a brand to increase its on-premise market share within the adult beverage category.”
The award program recognizes spirit brands with the highest share of recommendations among bartenders in
the annual Actûrus MSS Bartender Influencer Study. Additional information is provided to participating
suppliers on product image, programming effectiveness and other metrics that enable them to make more
informed strategic decisions on how to position their brand among influencers. “Our annual quantitative
tracking with thousands of bartenders gives us a very clear picture of a brand’s position in the on-premise.
We’ve watched fads come and go, cocktail culture recess and emerge, and trends and brands take off to become
category leaders through building affinity among consumers and bartenders alike,” says Moran.
The 2016 Most Often Recommended Brand Award winners include:
Category Recipient
Overall Spirit: Fireball
Rum: Bacardi
Vodka: Grey Goose
Tequila: Patrón
Cognac: Hennessy
Flavored Spirits: Absolut Vodka
Gin: Tanqueray
N.A. Whiskey: Jack Daniel’s
N.A. Craft Whiskey: Maker’s Mark
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Cordial: Grand Marnier
Coffee Cordial: Baileys
Blended Scotch: Johnnie Walker
Single Malt Scotch: The Glenlivet
Shots/Shooters: Fireball
Notes: The 2016 Actûrus MSS Bartender Influencer Study surveyed thousands of bartenders in the top ten US
MSAs between June and August. Results are based on measures of recommendation by Influencers that are
proprietary to actûrus. Awards are based on numerical scores, and not necessarily on statistical significance and
provided among only those brands included for ratings in MSS Influencer studies.
Actûrus offers affordable, multi-sponsored, 'near custom' market research to help marketers develop tools to
optimize their brand’s direct to the trade marketing and sales programming to drive brand recommendations at
the point of purchase. “Through a consistent approach coupled with innovation, we have quantified and
validated the importance of the influencer,” said Moran. “His/her critically important role in driving sales to
consumers through their recommendations at the point of purchase is now more important than ever.”
Actûrus staff is composed of highly trained research professionals with a vast array of expertise on a global
basis. Actûrus performs at the very highest standards of research protocol and provides a wealth of actionable
information about Influencers in 19 categories from beverages to passenger car lubricants in nearly 50
countries, at a cost-effective price. For more information, about our alcohol/beverage studies visit us at
www.acturus.com or call 480-595-4754 ext. 1221.
Contact: Kevin Moran
Phone: (480) 595-4754 ext. 1221
Email: kevin.moran(at)acturus.com
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Contact Information
Anne Laffin
acturus
http://www.acturus.com/
+1 8602422005 Ext: 1144
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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